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Introduction of today’s speaker

Insurance Risk Series 

Markus Salchegger
Partner, Risk Advisory, Deloitte Germany

Markus supports insurance companies in successfully mastering their regulatory, 

technological and economic challenges. 

With over 25 years experience in insurance, reinsurance, banking, asset management and 

software development, he has advised clients on the analysis, design and implementation 

of solutions for financial and risk management and financial services applications. 

Markus serves as one of our Risk Advisory leaders for our Global Insurance group.
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Drivers of Change and Observations in Insurance*

CRO 2.0: Widening the lens. Step 1: In front of the lens

INSURANCE CROS ARE ASKED MORE THAN EVER TO GIVE SUPPORT, ADAPT AND INCREASE THE RISK FUNCTION’S 
VERSATILITY TO RESPOND TO NEW CHALLENGES AND ACT AS A STRATEGIC PARTNER FOR THE BUSINESS.

*Source: Deloitte’s 12th Global Risk Management Survey (2021) completed by 57 financial institutaitons around the world with aggregate US$27.2 trillion AuM

Margin pressure
More with less! 

Market pressure
Volatility, interest level, 
stakeholder expectations

Regulatory pressure
Third-party, data, cyber & 
cloud

Societal expectations
ESG – responsible 
business, data 
protection -

Global pandemic
Strategy, business & 
operating model
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Getting the picture: The high-performance teaming CRO

CRO 2.0: Widening the lens. Step 2: Shutter speed, aperture, ISO

*Source: Deloitte, “Operational Risk and Compliance: New Paradigms for Synergy”

THE OVERALL PERFORMANCE AND VALUE CONTRIBUTION OF RISK, COMPLIANCE & INFORMATION SECURITY IS INCREASINGLY DRIVEN BY THEIR 
SEAMLESS COLLABORATION BY JOINTLY DEFINING AND MANAGING ‘THE RIGHT’ INFORMATION (‘APERTURE’) WITH HIGH EFFICIENCY, SPEED AND 

EFFECTIVITY (‘SHUTTER SPEED & ISO’)

High performance teaming approaches we see

• Joint and impactful collaboration of CRO and CISO: sparring, sharing 
responsibilities, advocating for the CISO

 Governance

 NFRM/OpRisk/Cyber Risk Management 

 Cyber strategy & roadmap

 Budgeting

 Synergies OpRisk & Compliance

• Increasing efficiency by harvesting synergies via a powerful 
CRO/OpRisk and Compliance teaming* (e.g. on Governance, 
Framework & methods, controls evaluation, tools & technology, 
reporting & data, issue management and training)

CRO / Business 
Enablement

Regulatory 
Compliance

CISO & Cyber 
Risk Managmeent
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The CRO2.0 will act with versatility…

• Strategic business partner
fully integrated into management 
processes supporting navigation and 
decision-making

• Enabler and service provider
for risk analytics and capital optimization

• Efficient & effective risk operator
making use of technology-enabled and
simplified processes, leverage 
risk-factory approaches, agile/flexible risk 
service models, well-balance 1st LOD 
collaboration, 
the ‘digital CRO’

… and with a wider lens

• From ex-post risk control to effective 
and sustainable Non-financial Risk 
Management

• Integrated view across the 
enterprise

• Risk culture centricity

• Spot on 1LOD: Guide and empower

• Empowerment by technology
Future of controls: risk/value & sensory

(New) roles of the CRO & the rise of non-financial risk

CRO 2.0: Widening the lens. Step 3: Working with a wide-angle lens
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Evolving risk operating models and the future of controls

CRO 2.0: Widening the lens. Step 4: Gearing up for the future

Risk operating models in change Future of Controls

Organization/ Governance
Support business proximity, holistic view, reshaped CRO role 

People & Culture
Rotation, business connectivity, upskilling, sound risk culture as the normal

Processes
Simplified, standardized, automated & smart, pro-active/ex-ante, 
business-integrated

Data & IT
Smart centralization/harmonized, well-governed, flexible and open towards 
changes cost efficient

Current situation
Current controls are mostly backward-looking and often only become a 
priority when failing.

Challenge for Insurers
With increased operational, regulatory and financial complexity, a complete 
view of all risks and controls is vital

A way forward
There is a need for new and control operating model and framework and a 
better integration between key risks and controls This can be achieved 
through 

• Standardization of controls methods
• Automation 
• Connectivity of technologies and interfaces 
• Transparency of control and risk landscapes 
• Alignment with strategic corporate goals
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Insurance CROs are asked more than ever to team, give support, adapt, and increase the risk function’s versatility to 
respond to new challenges and act as a strategic partner for the business

CRO 2.0: Widening the lens. A short summary

High-performance Teaming & Governance

Gearing up for the future: OpModel and FoC

New Roles and wider lens
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